
DATASHEET
UNISON – VIDEO MODULE

MAIN FEATURES
4 Stream live video in response to an alarm or

event

4 Display live video by clicking on an icon in a
graphical site map

4 Pan, Tilt or Zoom (PTZ) the camera via
onscreen controls or using amouse

4 Move the camera to a preset position or
modify a preset position

4 Save live image snapshots and video clips

4 Stream audio from DVR to Unison

4 Receive andmanage alarms from cameras
such as videomotion detection, image loss
and communication interruptions

PACOM Unison efficiently links video surveillance systems to other sub systems such as access
control, alarm, fire and intercom to offer a powerful, integrated security solution that suits all types
of businesses and organizations.

PACOM UNISON VIDEO INTEGRATION

PACOM Unison integrates with various video surveillance systems and links them to other sub systems to offer a
highly reliable and automatedmonitoring solution.

Unison videomodule offers live streaming of video in response to an alarm or an event. An alarm is easily verified by
automatically streaming a video from a camera located at the alarm point. This allows operators to take immediate
action by focusing on relevant surveillance images. Unison can also receive andmanage different types of alarms
such as motion detection, image loss and communication interruptions from various cameras.

Unison communicates with the video surveillance system to import the configuration details, minimizing data entry
and programming errors. The user friendly functions of the system, efficient bulk programming and the powerful
graphic overviews including dynamic display of alarms and camera status, considerably simplifies management.

PACOM Unison Video Integration builds on your security solution by:

l Displaying the relevant camera views based on the type of alarm, time and logged on operator

l Linking alarms to real-time video, increasing safety and reducing reaction time

l Managing different types of alarms -motion detection, image loss and communication interruptions from
various cameras

l Integrating with different sub systems to deter crime, ensure security 24/7 and enabling the monitoring of
multiple areas from a single location



Note: This screenshot provides an example of the Integrated Video functionality.

SUPPORTED INTEGRATIONS

Unison's ability to integrate with different video systems enables organizations to preserve their original investments
and consolidate them into a modern management platform. PACOM is committed to supporting ongoing
development of video device drivers in line with market opportunities and as new technologies emerge.

Unison currently offers integration with third party video systems from the followingmanufacturers:

Aimetis Symphony Avigilon Axis IP DedicatedMicros
exacqVision FLIR GeutebruckH.264 Hikvision
IndigoVision IC Realtime Lanaccess Lilin
March Generic March R5 Milestone Mirasys
Vanguard

Refer to the PACOM Unison Video Integration Comparison Matrix, individual video integration feature sheets and
respective manufacturer's documentation for further details.

COMPATIBILITY

Unison: 5.7 or later

Integrated Video 1.0

ORDERING INFORMATION

PART NUMBER TYPE CODE DESCRIPTION
110 002 005 USN-VCM Unison Video Module (Includes support for 25 cameras)

110 003 005 USN-VCM-25 Unison Video License to support an additional 25 cameras

110 001 001 USN-STD Unison Standard Server (Support for up to 100 cameras)

110 001 002 USN-ENT Unison Enterprise Server (Support for unlimited number of cameras)
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